This Strange Transforming Love
It is a process of clarity, understanding and learning more and more. Why are we doing this? It is a process
of love and healing towards oneself and other people. This is why.
Other people may ask: Is it really worth it, all this discipline for so many years? You may answer: Isn't love
worth working for? Love for yourself, love for your fellow man. Love, the essence of being, unconditional
love, accepting and appreciating what is.
Accepting doesn't mean supporting or copying if it isn't worth supporting or copying. You, yourself may have
completely different priorities and goals. Accepting doesn't mean forgetting those priorities and goals, not at
all.
This is the wisdom of love, not fighting an unpleasant or hostile person if it isn't a matter of life and death,
and even in that situation you have to be as moderate as possible.
It may seem risky, but love is a risky affair. And then, isn't love in its deeper sense what makes life worth
living? Love for yourself, love for your fellow man, love without wanting anything in return, love from a
position of inner peace and joy, unconditional love.
The love you know from small children - without the needs and demands and fear you also know from small
children.
The love of wisdom, the wisdom of love, risking your life and security to get a life and security of another
kind, accepting spiritual guidance from another dimension without egocentric priorities, completely without
egocentric priorities.
This dimension in which you will find the mystics of all times is the dimension of wisdom, and it is there always. You just have to open your eyes and ears. It is there, but the self can't see or hear it, not at all,
without surrendering, and that isn't easy, it takes time.
In a way it is a lifelong process of transmuting and transforming egocentric matters for the sake of love and
joy from the heart.
This strange, transforming love that makes no demands. This healing love of inner freedom, of no fear, not
even of death. This immensely powerful love of eternity, of God and Heaven, if you wish that kind of label,
which really isn't necessary, it is there, that's what matters, not words and concepts.
This love of God is here, that's what matters, label or not. And therefore, when you realize that, life becomes
easy because of inner peace and joy, day and night.
You don't have to fight with yourself any more. All comes by itself, you just have to follow. The emotions have
calmed down and feelings from your heart will dominate your life and relations to other people and nature.
The world of forms has lost its attraction because your needs are small when you have peace of mind as it
has always been known.
This love, which isn't at all yours because you can't posses it, is your center, your reason for living. You are
the one being used, and you have no other choice. "No" is not an option in this dimension of life and love. It
comes all by itself, isn't it fascinating? A tower of love.
Nondual reality is here. You can't miss it. It takes over and you go along with it, more and more. This is the
enlightenment everybody talks about, very simple. Nondual reality, being present with no emotional
projection from the past and no emotional excursion into the future.
Peace of mind, stillness from which intuition can come forward without interference from an emotional self.

